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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

NC ONEMAP GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
January 21, 2014 

2:00 to 3:00 PM 

OITS 

 

AGENDA 

 
In attendance: Stan Duncan, John Farley, Ryan Draughn, Tim Johnson, and David Giordano in 

person, and Drew Pilant (for Linda Rimer), Colleen Sharpe, and Kathryn Clifton on the phone. 

Absent: Bob Brinson and Sarah Porper 

 
1. Approval of Minutes of December 16th Meeting: approved as submitted. 

 

2. Current Status of NC OneMap Program 

a. Operational Status: Servers, Connections, Data Releases  

No updates.  

 

b. Relevant Usage Statistics  

David displayed monthly statistics online.  Usage has been steady except for a decrease 

between November and December. 

 

3. Review of Goals and Priorities [Brett, David]  

David focused attention on priorities for the NC OneMap team.  

 

• Prepare 2013 imagery for online distribution; this is on schedule for February 1.  

• Infrastructure build-out to achieve redundancy.  Duplication has been achieved.  

– Virtual web server copying January 25 

• Planned outage:  Geoportal, downloads, CGIA-run websites not available 

during part of the weekend. 

• ArcGIS 10.2.1 upgrade complete. 

• Elevation download using Geoportal download imagery tab; contour file is ready; raster 

elevation files will be available next. John pointed out the need for coordination when new 

LIDAR data are released (acquisition expected 2014) to be clear that newer source data may 

be available from Floodplain Mapping Program.  

• EPA parcels project implementation; this includes development of a data flow where CGIA 

ingests WFS services into NC OneMap to produce data and services for users outside of the 

EPA Exchange Network. 

• Web statistics automation – Piwik open source software works, but automation is needed for 

efficiency. 

• NC OneMap/Geoportal website redesign continues to be a goal to give users a consistent 

look and feel.   

 

Tim noted that redesign of the NC OneMap website may present an opportunity to redesign the 

Council’s website.  The GICC content is maintained, but the design needs updating. Input is 

welcome.  John added that the Technical Advisory Committee might be of assistance.  Kat observed 

that LinkedIn is a good resource for NC OneMap.  Members have LinkedIn accounts.  They do take 
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some time to maintain. If it is a good way to get involvement, Stan is all for it.  Kat shared that 

LinkedIn is professionally oriented.  David added that NC OneMap has a Twitter account that has not 

been applied yet.  Ryan does not spend much time maintaining LinkedIn and Twitter, but he 

observed that if NC OneMap had a connection, his counterparts would see something about NC 

OneMap.  Colleen suggested an NC OneMap group for sharing information.  Raleigh Public Utilities 

used social media for selling GPS equipment and for finding job candidates.  Users can follow 

groups.  Stan concluded that LinkedIn is worth considering for NC OneMap.  

 

Kat had some data access questions about NC OneMap.  She was helping a consultant acquire some 

data.  

 Is it possible to upload a boundary shapefile (e.g., a project area) to select imagery tiles for 

download?  David replied: not available at this time.  

 Are downloadable imagery tiles available in another format in addition to the TIFF (with 

JPEG compression)?  In particular, MrSID format offers a smaller file size.  David replied: 

the team has explored offering MrSID for download, but the NC OneMap server space will 

be at capacity after loading 2014 imagery.  David has offline data in MrSID format (county 

tiles and county mosaic) available on request.  Kat added that the user’s version of Civil 3D 

software could not handle image services.    

 

4. Need for a Fresh Look at Requirements for NC OneMap; Why? How to Proceed? 

 

Stan observed that feedback from users is valuable.  What are consumers looking for?  How do we 

better meet their needs? 

 

Colleen, thinking back to the last round of requirements coordinated by the TAC, she noted that Alex 

Rankin commented about finding things on NC OneMap.  What should be on NC OneMap?  Data 

discovery and access were the primary requirements.  What should NC OneMap be in addition?  

Definitions are important. 

 

John observed that reviewing the last set of requirements and what was delivered would be a good 

starting point.  Technology is changing. Advances and growth in web services have made NC 

OneMap more of a Portal (pointing consumers to data and services on multiple servers) and less of a 

repository (database server).  The last round was focused on the NC OneMap framework of the time.   

 

John posed questions: Where is NC OneMap being most effective?  What do consumers want it to 

do?  John sees data discovery and access as a prime focus.  There is value in a repository for state 

managed datasets, particularly in relation to retention for State Archives.   

 

Colleen recalls TAC being charged with clarifying requirements for the next version of NC OneMap 

with attention to what could be done with no additional funding. Information from that effort is still 

available.  TAC was not looking at all programmatic aspects of the NC OneMap initiative.  

 

In terms of technology, she observed that open source software tools have advanced a lot since we 

looked at NC OneMap requirements and solutions. For example, the City of Raleigh, Charlotte, and 

Forsyth County have used open source tools.  

 

John added that the State’s ELA has ArcGIS Online for Organizations that may have a role in 

technology solutions.   
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Tim explained that the only funding for NC OneMap is for two positions (David and Brett).  

Technical infrastructure is funded by a portion of receipts from CGIA’s Services Program.  

 

John recommended that the TAC explore how to grow the Portal in ways that make it easy for 

consumers to get information.  There may be improvements that build on practices such as agencies 

registering services with NC OneMap as a portal.  A viewer was not an emphasis a few years ago and 

is probably not now.  With the evolution of technology, it is good to look at opportunities every 

couple of years. 

 

Ryan advised that analyzing requirements is more valuable than reacting to a few comments that may 

or may not represent compelling business needs.  Some users may compare NC OneMap to 

commercial map viewers and expect the same intuitive look and feel.  Also, as an example of 

technology changing, Ryan noted that the EPA Parcels Project is producing web services in formats 

not available a few years ago when the project was proposed.  

 

Tim reminded that group that the genesis of this (fresh look) question is that the Management and 

Operations and NC OneMap Governance Committees are the leaders of the Council, and NC 

OneMap staff seek direction and guidance from the committees. 

 

Ryan asked about the funding mechanism.  Tim explained that four years ago, there would be 

funding for fundamental technical assistance and outreach.  Unfortunately, funds were cut and 

positions lost.  

 

In summary, Stan advised getting a handle on how to best deliver information and to address issues 

soon.  He observed that we need to make sure NC OneMap consumers get what they seek for 

business needs.  We need to understand the foundation of NC OneMap and assure those building 

blocks are in place, and analyze what we need to change and what should be keep.  Stakeholders can 

help us understand needs.  We need to stay abreast of technology and not fall behind.    

 

5. NC OneMap Communication/Outreach Opportunities/Stories [David, Brett]  

No updates.  

 

6. Policy Issues from Group 

Stan added that for the February 13th Council meeting, he will ask two Council members in advance 

to offer a 5-10 minute perspective on why they are on the Council, what benefits they receive, and 

what they would like to see in the months ahead. Stan wants Council members to share interests and 

get engaged. 

 

On the question of metadata, the ad-hoc committee reported to the SMAC and expects to be ready to 

present to the Council in May.  Federal approval of the new ISO standard is expected soon.  Stan 

emphasized the value of a new standard and urged the metadata group to press on and prepare for the 

May meeting.  Ryan will confirm readiness.   

 

7. Future Meetings 

February 17 

March 17 

 

The meeting adjourned at 4:03 PM. 


